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Mehmet Güleryüz Exhibition “With One's Eyes Open” at the Empire Project  
7 March-27 April 2013 

In his 55th year of art, Mehmet Güleryüz will be displaying his new paintings and drawings in an 
exhibition: “With One's Eyes Open” at The Empire Project between 7 March-27 April 2013. The  
works in the show consist of oil paintings, drawings, print editions and Italian Notebook 
editions. The common denominator of the oil paintings and drawings are the artist’s 
improvisation against the conventional approaches in context, form, time and space. The 
exhibition is also an expression of the artists’ quest for innovation still going strong in his 55th 
year of making art, with fresh works of a striking and riveting kind. 

 
Abstractions on Metropolis 
 
The paintings in the exhibition are a follow-up of a series that started in the 90’s by the artist 
which confronts urban politics that work against the people, in an antonymic manner, “the 
building of the destruction”. The diptych work "Stamboli: Towards a City" (250x180 cm x2) 
dated 2012 is an abstraction depicting the conflicts and development against its people of a 
metropolis as a living organism. This was preceded by works “Water“(1987), “Counter Wind” 
(1991) and “The Two Banks” (2011) which was sold at Sotheby’s auction. New works dated 
2013 entitled “The Evening Sun” (200x200cm) and “Far” (200x200 cm) are both within the 
similar concept of a metropolis looking upon the humanity that cornered itself through its own 
civilization with a critical gaze.  
 
 
Marriage of Plastic Arts and Theatre 
 
The artist masters  utilizing theatrical elements in his social and political satire because of his 
background in theater. This is more evident in his drawings. The new drawings made for this 
show is a series of 30 small size works called “Parade”. There will also be limited-editions of the 
works as well as editions of Italian notebooks with the artist’s drawing and notes. They can be 
seen as a gesture of the artist to his followers as affordable pieces carrying his name in his 55th 
anniversary as an artist.   

 

 

The Empire Project identifies and exhibits contemporary art from the regions which have historically been within 

the cultural sphere of influence centered upon (or significantly affected by) the imperial locus we today call 
Istanbul. Geographically speaking, the range is wide, including most of the Mediterranean world and Arabian 
Peninsula, much of Eastern Europe, Anatolia, the Black Sea region, and Central Asia. 

 


